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Abstract – Regionalism as a research subject in the built environment indicates notable complexity. This subject is complex by facing multi layered disciplines, it is questioned in time and it has a plural structure, ontological, intellectual and emotional. Presuming that regionalism concepts specifically in architecture are not much more than conjectures and attitudes assigned to it, the purpose of this study is examination of attitudes in order to correlate them with methodological tools.
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Today’s need, if we are ever to understand ourselves and our day, is for the fusion of our knowledge of the structure of nature with the essential reality of everyday human experience, reason and emotion. “This is the ‘stuff’ of poetry and architecture,” write architectural thinkers in seventies [40], [41]. This paper is offered as an introduction to the study of attitudes and representation of architecture as regional and part of a certain region. The regionalism in architecture is seen as “phenomenon”, as the product of particular individuals at particular times and places, employing the knowledge and technologies of their day [42]. Like other powerful ideas that make our modern world move, nationalism and regionalism does not stand outside architecture. Instead it is instrumental in shaping of architectural ideologies and practices [27]. But if directly referring the regional identity phenomena to an existing or perspective built-up environment, there is often lack of understanding in regard to how these concepts are constructed, what gives them the meaning and how they are represented in the public domain.

I. UNBINDING CONJECTURES AND ATTITUDES

One of the typical terms used in regard to regional architecture is the term “identity”. Identity related discourses are generally recognized, popular phenomena of the modern world globally [31], [14], [20] and locally [26], being a concept central to the field of psychology. Establishing a sense of belonging is at the core of identity development for both individuals and groups. Contemporary scholars argue that multiple identities are present, necessary, and even adaptive in today’s society [6]. The typical interest in architecture of our time has changed its accents, and we perceive it as a peculiar “architectural identity”, “national identity”, “pluralism of identities” and “spatial identity” have been constantly raised in timeline [20], [7], [36], [34];

1) Concepts and definitions of “regional architecture”, “architectural identity”, “national identity”, “pluralism of identities” and “spatial identity” have been constantly raised in timeline [20], [7], [36], [34];

2) Identification of the actual field work, related to regional architecture as part of global building market rules and the result of the opinions of the local civil society. Increasing number of players is competing in the building market, in different typologies and each of them determines the rules and concepts at their own discretion;

3) Discourse analysis as “truth in certain regime of truth” can be an essential approach to the research of regionalism and identity construction in architecture [14], [32]. The depiction of the structure...
and identity of regional architecture cannot be separated from the context or the specific time period; it includes recursive, self-similar models;

4) Finally, the identity of architecture and the built-up spatial environment within the hierarchy of other identities [20]. Hierarchies might define the criteria in different groups of customers in Latvian society or within interaction of European identity [39] or as its hierarchical impact on the contemporary processes and the sustainable development. The formations might be incomparably different, as theoretical manifestos, philosophical contemplations or sustainable design methods to more or less successful market product for the consumer society. Much architectural research may well focus on the physical outcomes of design from the scale of building components to neighbourhood and urban design-research on the processes of design [16].

Deeper analysis of such complex setting discovers several attitude layers, if they are analysed by focus field (to “whom” they might be targeted) (Fig. 1). It includes attitudes focused on results, which are visible, touchable, and usable, and which might address both individual building and common space. Another group includes attitudes which focus on the phenomenon itself and are a mind construction (invention) of either architect, or historian, or society (client) or mass media. Further, attitudes might be directed into holistic understanding of enormous impact by different processes and extra factors. Finally, besides mind construction attitudes there also exists custom-made emergence, happening as daily routine of multidimensional society (referred to the “background” as K. Fisker named it [21]), which also sets important part of built environment and has to be considered in regional identity phenomena discourse – as certain attitude target.

Assuming that the identity of regional architecture is not an absolute, unexplained truth, but rather the attitudes assigned to it, as “it should be”, “it was”, and as “it is now”, the purpose of this study is examination of attitudes in order to correlate them with methodological tools in the research of regionalism in architecture. Three consecutive approaches to the potential critical appraisal thereof are reviewed in this article. The first approach (A.) stems from the modern formal logic. It is attributed to the identified field of work and problem formulations [19]. The second approach (B.) represents the general historical conjectures and can be attributed to the different systematizations of historical facts, authorities and discourses. The third approach (C.) consists of research methods that are based on the specifics of developments of the contemporary world and the analysis of the ways, in which the issues of identity are updated recently [22], [38].
A. Collecting and analysis of theoretical framework allows avoiding misunderstandings and their purpose is to indicate what the concept to be used reflects and to reveal features contained by it [7], [34]. Providing a good definition means not only revealing its content, but also the essence of the definable object, and that requires both separating the definable object from others and determining the structure of the origin of the definable object – whether the definition is based in an emotional, intellectual or ontological ground. Important factor is also dependency on the inquiry level of the definable object [19] in timeline, for example, by the time the concept of regionalism was introduced, it was vis-à-vis modernism, but its resistance focus of today is closer to vis-à-vis globalism.

A.2. Analysis of synopsis and distinctions can be used in order to enable the analysis of the field fragmented in time, space and content. It is an inquiry method, where the “whole research object” (Fig. 2) is divided into components in the sequence from the general towards the individual in a graphic form. The phenomenon under study is perceived as a system, identifying its structure, the top and bottom border of the research scope, but refraining from identifying any processes or changes, or any evaluations.

A.3. Problem definition refers to the hypotheses for defining contradictions, which as being especially important in such research work, might amount to significant part of it, or even be the main objective of the research. A problem situation in general terms is any practical or theoretic situation, which lacks a solution adequate to the circumstances, including difficulties, hesitation or uncertainty [19], in fact, formulating the main research purpose and question [16, 141].

A.4. Formal logic, synoptic overview and problem definition methods

According to G. Hegel, “the richer the object to be defined, i.e., the more different facets has to be viewed, the more varied can be definitions based on it”. The huge number of factors to be considered in attempts to understand the basic notions of regional architecture requires looking for methods, which are based primarily in the basic principles of the formal logic, i.e., formulation of definitions, work field and problems.

A.1. Collecting and analysis of theoretical framework allows avoiding misunderstandings and their purpose is to indicate what the concept to be used reflects and to reveal features contained by it [7], [34]. Providing a good definition means not only revealing its content, but also the essence of the definable object, and that requires both separating the definable object from others and determining the structure of the origin of the definable object – whether the definition is based in an emotional, intellectual or ontological ground. Important factor is also dependency on the inquiry level of the definable object [19] in timeline, for example, by the time the concept of regionalism was introduced, it was vis-à-vis modernism, but its resistance focus of today is closer to vis-à-vis globalism.

A.2. Analysis of synopsis and distinctions can be used in order to enable the analysis of the field fragmented in time, space and content. It is an inquiry method, where the “whole research object” (Fig. 2) is divided into components in the sequence from the general towards the individual in a graphic form. The phenomenon under study is perceived as a system, identifying its structure, the top and bottom border of the research scope, but refraining from identifying any processes or changes, or any evaluations.

A.3. Problem definition refers to the hypotheses for defining contradictions, which as being especially important in such
contradict the value perception model of the consumer society (Fig. 3). The contradiction serves as a proof that the knowledge recorded in the commonly accepted abstracts is too general, one-sided or outdated.

B. Historical approach

Historical research methods [31], [16] are widely accepted in architectural research (Fig. 4). They are especially suitable and popular in Latvia, because the range of fluctuations of the historical events [25] and the geopolitical dependency of architecture on them has always been important. The popularity of this method is ensured by adherence to the established traditions of treating cultural-historical heritage, as well as representation of several influential personalities of this sector [28], [24].

Generally this approach is divided into the quantitative research methods, which allow gaining quantitative and statistical information on the spread of a certain phenomenon (how often; what part of), for example, evolution of the architectural form of a certain type of building or general trends in style development, and the qualitative research methods, which allow gaining information on the essence and aspect of a certain phenomenon (why; how), for example, expansion of features of the creative work of certain architects [8].

B.1. The monographic (descriptive) method is one of the most traditional methods of creating information summaries. Based on a review of diverse literature, the phenomenon is analysed in detail, describing not only the situation to be researched, but also the changes that have taken place over the time [32].

B.2. Customizable is the comparative (synthesis) method, which explores the correlations for an individual element of the research object in order to make conclusions on structural similarity, parallels, and analogies by form or content. The method allows recording of phenomena, which could be otherwise missed without comparison, for example, “local” or “global” pun [36]. T. Schieder distinguishes two ways of comparison, the paradigmatic comparison – a certain, widespread phenomenon is assumed as common and regional differences are searched for; the analogical comparison – based on the similarity of phenomena, when searching is oriented to the differences, common traits, mutual influences. For example, the communication of national emotions, history of emotion display or terms that dominate in the definitions of nationality oriented emotions in various segments of architecture, as well as time periods of representation history approach differ [32].

B.3. The understanding of regionalism in architecture can be promoted by the critical discourse analysis [32], which focuses on attempts to find answers to questions on social society practice that determined actions – the way we perceive this world. Here discursive information is an important concept – the way of sorting and integrating the meanings within the framework of one discourse. The main task of this method is to reveal the perception of a certain time. A certain problem (fact) can be employed to explore how this social world is constructed as truth in certain regimes of truth, and visual narrative of the built-up environment reflects the verdict on the “regionalism” expressed in various forms.

C. Methods of opinion collectivization, qualitative practice and architectural process research

Typical ways of collecting and presenting information are perceived differently in a well verified and stable scientific theory with time distance than in a theory that is still in development and lacks solid foundations [19, 81]. For instance, N. Leach in his book Rethinking architecture (2002) points out the tension in the attitudes that belongs specifically to the world of architects and the ones that are generated “outside” that world [29]. Several trends can be observed of how scientific, practical and theoretical statements of attitudes are made recently (Fig. 5). Three of them are mentioned on exploration of architectural identity in this regard.

C.1. The first one is the opinion collectivization method, created to support one or several nominated thesis within the framework of a common event or movement (book, symposium, biennale, triennale). The way thesis is cemented in ideological position often is based on brief summarization of interpretations by reliable and prominent human sources (opinion builders). An example to this is the attempt of the St. Petersburg’s curator...
V. Frolov [11] to define the identity of the contemporary Nordic architecture. The editors, architects and critics (citizens of Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland and Estonia within the project (Moscow, 2012) selected five completed objects from the architectural range of their own country that in their opinion were representing “the Nordic identity”. These selections and arguments of the participants allowed the curator to synthesize thematic conclusions and express them in public domain. Similar typical example is the book “V*X Latvian architecture since 1991”, the summary of Latvian architecture of the last 20 years, made by the curator K. Budže [37]. Through the perspective of five architectural critics about best samples of Latvian architecture, vision of national architecture in general is discussed. Thus, the press and exhibitions have “become media, through which the majority of the art (architecture) becomes known” [15] and play a crucial role in the articulation and positioning of the art (architecture)”. The annual professional award nominations are based on the same principle, – by the summary of expert individual evaluations, either highlighting the “best of the year”, or attributing concepts according to the market demands.

C.2. The second method has been used in architectural practice long before and is primarily based on the deep interpretation of “context and content synthesis”. The popularity of qualitative practice method lies in the circumstance that in most cases the professionals have to substantiate their actions for themselves and others. Various locally and internationally recognized architects clearly position the design methods employed in their team work as equipped with a critical and sustainable approach to the identity of objects in particular. For example, the Finnish-Austrian bureau “B+P” [4] define their design method as “putting together hard facts like the program, functionality and economy with soft facts like the urban, social and natural landscape, the cultural settings, the climate (…)”. This design method enables the office “to create unique projects with a strong and distinctive identity, on a visual, atmospheric and contextual level” [4]. Such attitudes might differ, but all of them can be considered as both difficult to rebut, and still very flexible in argument based attitude.

C.3. The third methodology is based on the assumption that the process of the whole cycle of architecture development within the regional identity formation is not only equal to the process of development of architecture as artifact, but it rapidly becomes dominating. The method of mapping controversies is the thesis stated by A. Yaneva in regard to the existence of an increased potential of the contemporary architecture in the field of various controversies. When analysing the relations of the architectural artifact and process, it has to be concluded that any unit of regional architecture has been developed according to a certain hierarchical timeline. Although all levels in this scheme are closely interconnected, their representatives do not always have consensus on the expected result; plus power of influence of each “participant” has significantly changed over the time as the process increasingly results in the general term of architecture as “compromise art”. As such, according to Yaneva [38], [72] “mapping controversies means ‘analysing controversies’ and covers the research that enables us to describe the successive stages in the production of architectural knowledge and artifacts, buildings and urban plans. It also refers to a variety of new representational techniques and tools, which describe the stages of controversies.” To add German sociologist’s H. Rosa’s claim, it could be said that “many modern conflicts stem from the fact that some people are simply no longer able to understand the world in all its complexity. The result is a flight into conservatism, which manifests itself in different ways around the world” [33] and this is again – an attitude.

CONCLUSION

Main conclusion in rebinding attitudes towards regionalism in architecture includes a view that contemporary understanding of regional as “local” architecture is not monolithic and clear. It
is more of a fragment assembly, where exists close engagement and overlapping between methods (Fig. 6).

**Formal logic and structural system method** allows clarifying basic definitions through attitudes. It is a logical operation that reveals the content of the concept, and exact formulations of the study object are crucial in any complex discourse.

**Deductive analysis and distinctions** method is especially suitable at the beginning stage of the research when a substantiated selection has to be made for inductive studies. Based on this display of work field, the most suitable distinctions can be methodically selected according to the following criteria: 1) by study objective (analysis); 2) by study results (qualitative, quantitative); 3) by options of application.

**Problem definition** as method includes analysis of particular local difficulties, obstacles or uncertainties. Due to the fact that the causalities of the contemporary regional architecture identity represent problem situations, where the problem still has to be revealed, there are neither methods, nor clear perceptions of what should be considered as a solution to the problem; in order to grasp its real essence, the already known things should be approached from a totally new perspective.

**Historical approach** in general terms is a systematic set of methods and principles for theoretic analysis of historical materials and sources – artefacts, gaining as impartial and valid information as possible. The monographic (descriptive) method and the problematic chronological approach method allows viewing one or another component of the historical concept.
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